Anterior Mediastinal Fat Changes in Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis: A Preliminary Study
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ABSTRACT

Background: The mediastinum is composed primarily of fatty tissue that is surrounded by the lungs bilaterally [1]. Therefore, the shape of the mediastinum readily adapts to the changes in lung pathology [2]. Mediastinal changes have been reported in various pathologic conditions. In patients with a treated neoplasm, any mediastinal bulge that develops suggests extension or recurrence of tumor [3]. However, if the patient has been irradiated, mediastinal widening may occur due to adjacent lung scarring with subsequent retraction of mediastinal pleura laterally. Other causes of lung scarring can similarly widen the mediastinum. Mediastinal widening can be seen in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) [4]. Unfortunately, proper description of the shape of anterior mediastinal fat in IPF is not widely studied [4]. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, its relation to PFTs and HRCT score has never been assigned. The purpose of this study was to describe the shape and dimensions of the anterior mediastinal fat in patients with IPF in comparison to normal control group utilizing HRCT scan and PFTs.
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1. Introduction

The mediastinum is composed primarily of fatty tissue that is surrounded by the lungs bilaterally [1]. Therefore, the shape of the mediastinum readily adapts to the changes in lung pathology [2]. Mediastinal changes have been reported in various pathologic conditions. In patients with a treated neoplasm, any mediastinal bulge that develops suggests extension or recurrence of tumor [3]. However, if the patient has been irradiated, mediastinal widening may occur due to adjacent lung scarring with subsequent retraction of mediastinal pleura laterally. Other causes of lung scarring can similarly widen the mediastinum. Mediastinal widening can be seen in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) [4]. Unfortunately, proper description of the shape of anterior mediastinal fat in IPF is not widely studied [4]. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, its relation to PFTs and HRCT score has never been assigned. The purpose of this study was to describe the shape and dimensions of the anterior mediastinal fat in patients with IPF in comparison to normal control group utilizing HRCT scan and PFTs.

2. Patients and Methods

This prospective case-control study was conducted at the Chest department of Assiut University Hospital, Egypt
on IPF patients from May 2010-September 2012. IPF (UIP) was diagnosed in 46 patients by a combination of the criteria of the American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society (ATS/ERS) [5] without open lung biopsy. Forty age and sex matched individuals who had no abnormal lesions on HRCT or PFTs were selected as controls. To exclude other factors that might change the shape of the anterior mediastinal fat, patients with history of tuberculosis, empyema, connective tissue diseases, exposure to organic or inorganic dust or toxic fumes, Cushing disease, asthma or any other diseases requiring steroid medication were excluded from the study population. Patients who had been treated with steroids before HRCT were excluded for the same reason [4]. Our Ethics institutional review board approved this study.

3. High-Resolution CT

High-Resolution CT was performed in all patients with a scanner (GE medical systems). The scans were 1 mm collimation at 1-mm intervals from the apices to the lung bases, 0.5-second gantry rotation time, 120 kVp, and 130 mAs during maximum inspiration with the patient supine and extending from lung apex to diaphragm. The shape of the anterior mediastinal fat was categorized concave, flat or convex at the level of the main pulmonary trunk. The anteroposterior (AP) (from the posterior wall of the sternum to the anterior wall of the ascending aorta) and transverse dimensions (the width of the posterior wall of the sternum in contact with the anterior mediastinal fat) at the level of the main pulmonary trunk were also measured [4].

3.1. Scoring of HRCT Findings

The thin-section CT findings were graded on a scale of 1 - 6 on the basis of the classification system previously described [6,7]: score of 1, normal attenuation; score of 2, ground-glass attenuation; score of 3, consolidation; score of 4, ground-glass attenuation with traction bronchiolectasis or bronchiectasis; score of 5, consolidation with traction bronchiolectasis or bronchiectasis; and score of 6, honeycombing. The presence of each of these six abnormalities was assessed independently in three (upper, middle, and lower) zones of each lung. The extent of each abnormality was determined by visually estimating the percentage (to the nearest 10%) of the affected lung parenchyma in each zone. The abnormality score for each zone was calculated by multiplying the percentage area by the point value (the score of 1 - 6) [8,9]. The six zone scores were averaged to determine the total score for each abnormality in each patient. The overall HRCT score for each patient was obtained by adding the six averaged scores [10-13].

3.2. Statistical Analysis

All the analysis was performed with SPSS System software (version 14.0). The shapes of the anterior mediastinal fat in the IPF and control groups were compared using the Chi-square test. Correlations of FVC, Dlco and HRCT score with AP and transverse diameters of anterior mediastinal fat were done using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. P value of equal or less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistically significant differences.

4. Results

Comparisons of the 46 matched study subjects are summarized in Table 1. No significant differences in age, weight and BMI were observed among the study and normal control groups. The retrosternal AP dimension and transverse dimension of the anterior mediastinal fat were significantly different among the two groups. The IPF retrosternal AP dimension was significantly shorter (p = 0.03) and the transverse dimension was significantly longer (p = 0.001) (Figure 1) than that in the normal control group (Figure 2). The shapes of anterior mediastinum were significantly different among the groups (Table 2). The convex shape of the anterior mediastinum was predictive of IPF (p = 0.001), whereas concave shape was predictive of normal controls (p = 0.001). Correlation between the changes in AP and transverse diameters of anterior mediastinal fat and the changes in the extent of pulmonary function and HRCT score is shown in Table 3. The change in AP and transverse diameters showed significant correlation with the changes
Figure 2. Concave shape of the anterior mediastinum in the normal control group.

Table 2. AP and transverse dimensions in IPF and normal control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group (n = 46)</th>
<th>IPF group (n = 46)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>71 ± 12.2</td>
<td>68 ± 11.3</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>23.5 ± 2.5</td>
<td>25 ± 1.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tve diameter (mm)</td>
<td>9.6 ± 6.3</td>
<td>24.3 ± 4.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP diameter (mm)</td>
<td>17.8 ± 5.2</td>
<td>8.3 ± 3.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Correlation between the changes in the diameters of anterior mediastinal fat with pulmonary Function and HRCT score in IPF group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FVC</th>
<th>DLco</th>
<th>HRCT score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tve diameter</td>
<td>r  = −0.723, p = 0.001</td>
<td>r  = −0.236, p = 0.05</td>
<td>r  = 0.453, p = 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r  = 401, p = 0.001</td>
<td>r  = 0.016, p = 0.896</td>
<td>r  = −0.323, p = 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP diameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results of our study, IPF group was associated with a significantly reduced AP dimension and an increased transverse dimension with the resultant convex shape of the anterior mediastinum as compared with control group. In IPF patients, subpleural fibrosis and honeycombing change with volume loss usually occurs at the periphery of the lung base and could result in widening of the transverse dimension and shortening of the AP dimension of the adjacent anterior mediastinum [15].

Toei et al. [17] analyzed the changes in the amounts and distributions of the anterior mediastinal fat after left upper lobectomy, as determined by CT. The postoperative anterior mediastinal fat distribution was distinctly changed with marked increase from the aortic arch to the main pulmonary arterial level. Likewise, in our study, loss of volume of both lower basal lungs due to the fibrosis in IPF might cause a redistribution of fat tissues and the anterior mediastinal shape changes.

The convex shape of the anterior mediastinum was due to a reduced AP dimension, and an increased transverse dimension. Though the evaluation of the mediastinal shape is not presented as a definitive diagnostic tool for any specific disease entity that causes pulmonary fibrosis, it could provide an easy way of observing the overall fibrosis in the lung parenchyma [18,19]. To the best of our knowledge, the correlation between the diameters of anterior mediastinal fat and severity of IPF was not well-studied. We found a significant correlation of increased transverse diameter with reduced FVC and DLCO. Higher HRCT score was also correlated with reduced AP diameter and increased transverse diameter. A larger study is needed to confirm our results.

There were limitations to our study, the small sample size and the presence of other conditions such as, chest wall movement and the phase of respiration that might have affected the measurement of the anterior mediastinal fat, although inspiratory HRCT scans were performed.

In conclusion, IPF patients had different retrosternal AP and transverse dimensions from those of the normal individuals with a tendency to have a convex shape of their anterior mediastinal fat. More increase in transverse diameter and reduction of AP diameter were observed among cases with lower FVC, DLCO and higher HRCT score. A larger sample size, better multicenteric study is needed to confirm the results of this study.

5. Discussion

Although mediastinal widening in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis has been previously described, there were limited data on objective CT analysis on anterior mediastinal fat in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [14,15]. Mediastinal widening can be the result of steroid medication or fibrous scarring [15,16]. However, we excluded the patients who had previously received corticosteroid medications, its effect could be ignored in the present study.
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